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Social Dimensions of Party Choice in Albania
Abstract. The main purpose of this article is to examine whether the concepts of “class voting”
and political cleavages used in studies of western democracies are of relevance in post-communist Albania. The analysis of voting behavior, based on a representative survey conducted in
late 2003, resulted in only weak correlations between voting and socio-demographic variables
such as gender, age, and education. A weak tendency for class voting was evident, but in the
opposite direction to what is common in western democracies in that non-manual workers
voted more frequently for the Socialist Party than did manual workers. The main political
cleavage in Albania is the regional divide between the more-developed south, where the
majority has preferred the Socialist Party, and the less-developed north, where the majority
has voted for the Democratic Party.
Kristen Ringdal is a Professor of Sociology at the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, Trondheim, and a Senior Researcher with the Centre for the Study of Civil War
(PRIO) Oslo.
Teuta Starova is a Lecturer in Sociology at the University of Tirana, Albania.

Introduction
The main purpose of this article is to examine whether the concepts of “class
voting” and political cleavages used in studies of western democracies are of
relevance in a post-communist society such as Albania. The country seems to
be a good example in that it is free from ethnic cleavages that have tended to
overshadow other dimensions of conflict in some Balkan countries. Our main
research questions are the following: Do we find differences among social
groups in voting behaviour in the 2001 parliamentary election in Albania? If so,
are these differences in voting patterns similar to or different from those found
in western democracies?
The social and structural bases for party systems and voting behavior in the
western democracies have been a central topic in political science and sociology since the 1950s. We may distinguish among three different, but related
perspectives with a focus on class conflicts, traditional political cleavages, and
new political cleavages. Such cleavages have been seen as important because
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of their role in providing bases of support for the political parties and creating
political stability and predictability of election outcomes.1
Class voting is based on affinities between social classes and political parties.
The early studies, from the 1950s onwards, focused on the tendency for manual
workers to vote for socialist parties and the non-manual middle class to support
parties on the right of the political spectrum. In the 1990s, vivid exchanges of
opinions about the class voting perspective started with an article by Clark and
Lipset titled: ”Are Social Classes Dying?”2 The debate resulted in two books:
“The End of Class Politics?”3 edited by Geoffrey Evans, and “The Breakdown
of Class Politics: a Debate on Post-Industrial Stratification” edited by Terry N.
Clark and Seymour M. Lipset.4 A quick summary of the literature indicates that
class based voting has indeed been declining in western societies, although it
would go too far to conclude that social class location has become irrelevant
for party choice.
In the nation-building processes in Western Europe, party systems developed
along a set of political cleavages, or conflicts between groups, according to the
classic contribution by Rokkan and Lipset.5 These cleavages include conflicts
between workers and employers, that is, the main basis for class voting, as well
as conflicts between the primary and the secondary economy, between the state
and the church, and between center and periphery. Studies have demonstrated
that social and political cleavages have also been losing explanatory power
where voting behavior is concerned.6 These findings have been interpreted
as a reflection of increased individualization, with social group membership
declining in importance. The search for explanatory factors of voting behavior
has increasingly been directed toward new political cleavages based on gender,
age and ethnicity, but also on values and opinions on central political issues,
such as the environment.
Following a presentation of the Albanian political context, the class voting and
the cleavage perspectives will be reviewed in more detail, and their relevance
for post-communist Albania will be discussed. Next, the data source and the
variables in the statistical analysis, especially the measures of party choice
1  Stephen Whitefield, Political Cleavages and Post-Communist Politics, Annual Review of
Political Science 5 (2002), n. 1, 181-200.
2  Terry Nicholas Clark / Seymour Martin Lipset, Are Social Classes Dying?, International
Sociology 6 (1991), n. 4, 397-410.
3  Geoffrey Evans (ed.), The End of Class Politics? Class Voting in Comparative Context.
Oxford 1999.
4  Terry Nicholas Clark / Seymour Martin Lipset (eds.), The Breakdown of Class Politics:
a Debate on Post-Industrial Stratification. Washington/D.C. 2001.
5  Stein Rokkan / Seymour Martin Lipset, Party Systems and Voter Alignments: CrossNational Perspectives. New York 1967.
6  Thomas. T. Mackie / Henry Valen / Mark N. Franklin (eds.), Electoral Change: Responses
to Evolving Social and Attitudinal Structures in Western Countries. Cambridge 1992.
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and of social class, will be explained. The results are presented both through a
simple bivariate analysis of the relationships between the socio-demographic
variables and voting and through a more complex logistic regression analysis.

The Albanian Political Context
Political Developments since 1985
After the death of First Secretary Enver Hoxha in 1985, the Albanian Labor
Party (ALP) led by Ramiz Alia tried to cope with increasing economic and
social problems within the framework of the one-party system.7 In 1990, the
problems culminated in student protests, and Sali Berisha, known to support
a multiparty system, was assigned the role of mediator. He skillfully assumed
the leadership of the opposition, and in December of that year democratic reforms enabled the creation of Albania’s first opposition party, the Democratic
Party (DP). The DP has been described as a loose alliance of more or less organised non-communist groupings with very different interests and political
ideas.8 The DP lacked organizational experience, disposed of limited financial
resources, and possessed virtually no political program in the first democratic
elections in 1991 and 1992. Not surprisingly, the ALP, led by Fatos Nano,
won a clear majority in the elections of 1991. In the same year, the party was
renamed the Socialist Party (SP) and adopted a program based on democratic
principles and the implementation of a market economy. However, the situation in Albania continued to deteriorate quickly, and the Nano government
was replaced by a coalition government. In the 1992 parliamentary election, the
DP managed to clearly win, with Berisha playing a central role in the period
1992-97.9
In this period, the DP dismantled institutions and symbols of the communist regime and accelerated economic reforms. However, the increase in the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was based mostly on consumption rather than
production, resulting in a rapidly growing foreign debt and increasing unemployment. The new freedom and weak state institutions also led to a rapid
rise in organized crime. Having won the 1996 national election, Berisha’s DP
faced a violent popular revolt in 1997 after the collapse of widespread pyramid
7  The description of the political developments in Albania is mainly a summary of Bernd
Jürgen Fischer, Albania since 1989: the Hoxhaist Legacy, in: Sabrina P. Ramet (ed.), Central
and Southeast European Politics since 1989. Cambridge 2010, 421-443.
8  Dorian Jano, On Parties and Party Systems in Albania: What Implications for Democracy?,
Central European Case Studies 2 (2008), 85-103.
9  From April 1992 to March 1997, Aleksander Meksi acted as prime minister; Berisha was
the leader of the Democratic Party. See Wikipedia for a list of prime ministers in Albania, available at <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Prime_Ministers_of_Albania>, 22 August 2009.
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investment schemes. Perhaps as many as three out of four Albanian families
had invested in funds with little economic substance, and many of them lost
their savings. The unrest escalated towards anarchy, and Berisha declared a
state of emergency. The army disintegrated, however, and people raided their
weapons depots, among them criminal bands taking the opportunity to arm
themselves. Thousands of Albanians fled to Italy, and many were killed in the
riots. The establishment of a European peace force and a government of national
reconciliation stopped the unrest from escalating into a civil war.
The elections of 1997 and 2001 were again won by the Socialist Party, led by
Fatos Nano.10 During this period, Albania made progress in stabilizing both
its democracy and its economy, although the assassination of Azem Hajdari,
another leader of the DP, in September 1998 and the political crisis that followed
represented a serious setback. Nano was forced to resign, and Padeli Majko
followed him as the new prime minister of the Socialist Party. His moderate
policies concerning the 1998-99 war in Kosovo and the consequent dramatic
influx of refugees as well as the unrest in Macedonia contributed to keeping
Albania out of the conflict and averted war with Serbia.
The Democratic Party won the 2005 election after a professionally designed
election campaign focused on anti-corruption, and this time Sali Berisha became
the prime minister. In the most recent election in June 2009, the Democratic
Party and the Socialist Party received approximately equal support, but Berisha
continued as the leader of a coalition government with two smaller parties.
The Difficult Process of Democratization
The early elections were stained with violence and intimidation and cannot
be considered fair; this is especially true for the parliamentary election of 1996.
Irregularities in counting votes, attempted fraud at polling stations, and undue
politicization of election commissions were among the problems reported for
the 2001 elections. The 2005 election fared better, although problems with the
identification of voters and inaccurate voter lists were observed. Although the
election process has shown improvements, even the most recent elections are
considered to have only partly complied with the commitments of the Office
for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights of the OSCE.11 The latest report
from Freedom House gives Albania a democracy score of 3.8, and the country
is classified as a “semi-consolidated democracy”. The electoral process scored
10  Nano acted as prime minister only from March 1997 to September 1998, however, and,
later, from July 2002 to September 2005.
11  See the OSCE report for the 2009 parliamentary election for an evaluation of the
present state of the electoral process, available at <http://www.osce.org/documents/odihr/2009/09/39545_ en.pdf>, 19 April 2010.
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a 4.0 on a scale from 1 (best) to 7 (worst). The corruption score of 5.0 represents
an improvement from the 2000 ranking. These scores are close to those observed
for the neighboring Balkan countries.12
The political debate in Albania has been harsher than elsewhere in Eastern
Europe. This may be due to the incorporation of former members of the communist regime and security agents into the democratic government institutions, in spite of the public awareness of Albanian communism as among the
most dictatorial and the worst in terms of political persecution. There is also a
general lack of public condemnation of the crimes of the communist regime.
Moreover, widespread corruption among politicians and public employees led
to a strong popular feeling of lost moral values. That is why even the political
debates about the future of Albania are very much mixed with debates about
the previous communist injustices. This setting makes the attempt at purging
communists from the ministries and the security organs, initiated by the Democratic Party in 1992, quite understandable. More problematic was the so-called
“Genocide Law”, introduced in 1995, which barred top-ranking ALP and state
officials, as well as secret police informants from public office until 2002. The
law was used to disqualify 142 candidates, mostly from the Socialist Party,
from the parliamentary election in 1996,13 and was amended by the Socialist
Party after its election victory in 1997. These purges have been interpreted as
a continuation of communist practice, perpetuating a Hoxhaist legacy of intolerant authoritarianism.14 In 2008, Berisha introduced a lustration law banning
from government employment anyone who had worked in the secret police
and the judiciary and prosecutors’ offices between 1944 and 1990. The political
opposition and the OSCE, as well as the United States and the European Union,
deemed this law unconstitutional. The lustration law was, in fact, suspended by
the Albanian High Court in 2009 until a decision is reached about its constitutionality.15

12  Freedom House, Nations in Transit. 2008, available at <http://www.freedomhouse.org/
template.cfm?page=17&year=2008>, 19 April 2010.
13  Fischer, Albania since 1989 (above fn. 7).
14  Ibid.
15  See Besar Likmeta, Albania High Court Suspends Lustration Law, Balkan Insight, 16 February 2009, available at <http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/main/news/16745/>, 23 August
2009; and Jonica Koci, Albanian Lustration Law Criticised, Southeast European Times, 5 February
2009, available at <http://www.setimes.com/cocoon/setimes/xhtml/en_GB/features/setimes/
features/2009/02/05/feature-02>, 22 August 2009.
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The Relevance of Social Divisions For Voting
Class Voting
The modern study of class voting began with American election studies
which suggested that social or occupational class gave rise to opposed material
interests.16 These studies established the importance of social class as a key determinant of voting behavior. We may distinguish between traditional and total
class voting. Traditional class voting is the tendency for manual workers to vote
for socialist parties and for non-manual employees to vote for non-socialist parties, whereas total class voting captures the total association between all classes
and parties.17 Ideologically, traditional class voting corresponds to the left-right
dimension along which most political parties could be located. Traditional class
voting was measured by the Alford index based on two classes (manual and
non-manual) and two (groups of) parties (leftist and rightist). Large variations
resulted, with the highest levels in the Scandinavian countries and Great Britain
and the lowest levels in the United States and Canada.18
In the 1980s, a declining trend in traditional class voting, as measured by the
Alford index, was observed for several countries, leading to the conclusion that
the relationship between social class and voting had declined and that other
cleavages became more decisive.19 This dealignment thesis was then challenged
because of the undue simplification of both social class and party choice, and
this inspired new studies with more detailed measures. The Alford index was
criticized for measuring absolute class voting and was affected by the marginal
popularity of the parties, as opposed to relative class voting measured by odds
ratios. Later studies have revealed that the latter critique was largely unfounded
and measures of traditional class voting based on the log odds ratio yielded
trends of decline almost identical to those based on the Alford index. The two
more recent books mentioned reported conflicting outcomes, although decline
in total class voting was observed in several countries.20 The largest comparative study of class voting at that time, covering 20 countries, showed a declin-

16  Jeff Manza / Michael Hout / Clem Brooks, Class Voting in Capitalist Democracies
since World War II – Dealignment, Realignment, or Trendless Fluctuation?, Annual Review
of Sociology 21 (1995), 137-162.
17  Ibid., 152; Oddbjørn Knutsen, The Decline of Social Class?, in: Russel J. Dalton / HansDieter Klingemann (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Political Behavior. Oxford 2007, 457-480.
18  Paul Nieuwbeerta / Wout Ulte, Class Voting in Western Industrialized Countries,
1945-1990: Systematizing and Testing Explanations, European Journal of Political Research 35
(1999), n. 1, 123-160.
19  Ibid.; Manza / Hout / Brooks, Class Voting in Capitalist Democracies (above fn. 16), 142.
20  Evans, The End of Class Politics (above fn. 3); Clark / Lipset, The Breakdown of Class
Politics (above fn. 4).
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ing trend since the 1950s.21 This picture of decline is strengthened in the most
recent comparative study where the decline is attributed to growing prosperity,
the demise of the traditional working class, and centrist strategies of the main
political parties of the left and the right.22
Since the fall of the communist regimes in Eastern Europe, a rising number of
studies have focused on class voting in the transition countries, asking whether
the introduction of democracy and the market economy would give rise to class
voting. In the first years of transition one would, however, expect volatility in
voting behavior due to a politically unstable situation. Gijsberts and Nieuwbeerta compared class voting patterns in five post-communist countries – Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, East Germany, Hungary, and Poland – with those in
a number of western democracies.23 While the expected tendency was observed
in the Western countries, hardly any significant differences in voting behavior
between social classes were found in the post-communist countries, with the
exception of the Czech Republic. In two countries, Bulgaria and Hungary, they
actually observed a reverse tendency; that is, the non-manual employees voted
more frequently for parties on the left than the manual workers. On the other
hand, to a certain extent, the relationship between left-right issue positions
and social class characteristic of western societies also existed in the Eastern
European countries.
A recent study of class voting in Poland shows rather stable tendencies in the
period 1991-2001.24 Domański concludes that the stable association between social class and party preference indicates “crystallisation of the political interests
and attitudes in the electorate based in a class-party realignment”.25 However,
Pickel, in a study of Romania in comparison with three other post-communist
countries (Bulgaria, Hungary, and Slovenia) and Germany, concludes that voters
in Eastern Europe have not arranged themselves along the class cleavage.26 She
mentions the actual lack of parties representing the employers as a reason for
this. Other studies confirm the rather weak and volatile relationship between
social class and party choice in Eastern Europe, although a strengthening of
21  Nieuwbeerta / Ulte,

Class Voting (above fn. 18).
Knutsen, Class Voting in Western Europe: a Comparative Longitudinal
Study. Lanham/Md. 2006.
23  Merove Gijsberts / Paul Nieuwbeerta, Class Cleavages in Party Preferences in the New
Democracies in Eastern Europe: a Comparison with Western Democracies, European Societies
2 (2000), n. 4, 397-430.
24  Henryk Domański, A New Dimension of Social Stratification in Poland? Class Membership and Electoral Voting in 1991-2001, European Sociological Review 24 (2008), n. 2, 169-182.
25  Ibid., 179.
26  Susanne Pickel, Modernization, Cleavages and Voting Behavior in East Europe. An
Analysis of Romanian Voting Behavior in Comparative Perspective, Romanian Sociology 1
(2007), n. 2, 85-113.
22  Oddbjørn
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the relationship over time has been observed in Russia, Ukraine, and the Czech
Republic.27
Political Cleavages
Political cleavages often represent deep societal conflicts that shaped the
representation and voting behavior of generations. The classic cleavages, as
outlined by the seminal work of Rokkan and Lipset, originated from two historic
processes: the rise of national movements and the Industrial Revolution.28 The
latter gave rise to the conflict between workers and employers, that is, the main
basis for class voting, as well as to the conflicts between the primary and the
secondary economy. The national movements created cleavages between the
state and the church, and between center and periphery. In the western democracies, these cleavages had crystallized by the 1920s at the latest and provided a
stable basis for party formation and voting behavior in the subsequent decades.
However, as mentioned, empirical studies have demonstrated the diminishing
importance of such cleavages.29
This gave rise to a search for new political cleavages, based on gender and
age. However, the overall importance of most socio-demographic variables
seems to have diminished. In Western democracies, this weakened importance
has been attributed to various causes: the growing affluence of the workforce,
the diminishing of the overall number of blue collar workers, the decline in
party identification, as well as increasing individualization.30 The two latter
factors are linked to increased cognitive mobilization. Modern, educated voters are capable of making a rational political choice without the need for party
identification to guide them.
As far as social and political cleavages in the post-communist societies are
concerned, several hypotheses have been raised: Certain social cleavages that
existed during communism may have been deepened by increased economic
inequalities after the introduction of the market economy; others may date back
as far as pre-communist times. Still, communism itself certainly reshaped, if
not eliminated, existing political differences, while producing new political and
ideological divisions.31
Whitefield examined the social and ideological bases for partisanship in
thirteen post-communist societies, finding that social cleavages were in fact
27  Geoffrey Evans, The Social Bases of Political Divisions in Post-Communist Eastern
Europe, Annual Review of Sociology 32 (2006), 245-270.
28  Rokkan / Lipset, Party Systems (above fn. 5).
29  See Mackie / Valen / Franklin (eds.), Electoral Change (above fn. 6).
30  See Manza / Hout / Brooks, Class Voting in Capitalist Democracies (above fn. 16).
31  See Whitefield, Political Cleavages (above fn. 1), for a more thorough review.
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important, with considerable path-dependent variations.32 Evans concludes
that any theory of a tabula rasa at the moment of communism’s final demise
is clearly wrong:
The effects of a pre-communist legacy are evidenced by the presence of meaningful
social identities and interests that influenced political choices very early in the transition process.33

The observed patterns of social and political cleavages as bases for voting behavior prove similar to those in western democracies.
Social and Political Cleavages in Albania
Albanian political parties do not seem to refer to a clear-cut social strata-related
agenda, and the programmatic distinctions one might identify among them
prove rather insignificant. This may be due to the overall lack of democratic
traditions, the country’s poor industrial development and the rather difficult
economic transition, leading the parties to concentrate their efforts on the tasks
of laying the groundwork for a market economy, securing property rights and
the rule of law, attracting foreign investments, promoting institutional reforms,
and achieving Euro-Atlantic integration.
Depending on their specific context, political divisions do reflect social criteria. In Albania, individuals, families and social groups that were basically
well-integrated into the communist system, have, as a rule, overwhelmingly
continued to vote for the successors of the Albanian Communist Party, that is,
the Socialist Party and its allies. Those who were persecuted by the communists
and deprived of a number of rights have tended to vote for the Democratic Party
or other, more right-wing parties. Furthermore, a political cleavage divides
northern and southern Albania; the right-wing parties, and especially the DP,
have strong support among voters in the north, and the left-wing parties have
equally strong support in the south.
While the Hoxha regime has been said to have reduced the impact of divisive
factors such as clan loyalties, the north-south cleavage, and tensions among the
religious groups,34 a comparative study on social and political cleavages with
regard to voting patterns in Albania is yet to be accomplished. In a recent article,
the relevance of social cleavages in post-communist Albania is discussed. Jano
mentions the regional cleavage between the Gheg-dominated north and the
Tosk-dominated south. This division has roots back to pre-communist times.
At the time of the Kingdom (1925-1939), the Ghegs ruled, whereas the Tosks
32  Ibid.,

188-191.
The Social Bases of Political Divisions (above fn. 27), 262.
34  Fischer, Albania since 1989 (above fn. 7).
33  Evans,
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ruled during communism.35 The system of feudal property relations of the interwar period, dividing society into larger and smaller landowners on the one
hand and landless peasants on the other, resulted in more pronounced social
divisions in the south than in the north, the latter featuring an organization
along tribal relations. The class struggle in its communist variant hence found
support in the south, but encountered less fertile ground in the north. Also, the
communist-led struggle against the occupying forces during the Second World
War was mainly waged in the south. In addition, in the years of communist
rule, the south experienced both industrialization and agricultural development, while the north remained a rather isolated terrain of less-fertile land and
slopes, with little or no industrialization, and was thus considerably poorer.
The south was also much better represented in the political hierarchy of the
communist nomenklatura. The salience of this cleavage is evident today in the
regional pattern of voting as reflected in the election statistics.
Age proves to be another divisive factor in voting behavior, in that right-wing
parties are supported mainly by younger voters, with older voters preferring the
left-wing parties. On the other hand, neither ethnicity nor religion have more
than marginal effects on voting behavior, even though religiosity as such, or
affiliation with the Christian Orthodox faith, is to be encountered more in the
left-oriented parties. As to the class cleavage, Jano maintains that the process of
social stratifications has not yet occurred in Albania and that the political parties
have not yet found their social basis. The party programs, Jano continues, are
very general and lack clear political positioning on issues. This results in a lack
of ideological identity of the political parties. Thus, voting is held to have been
a matter of personal political belief rather than determined by the expression
of economic interests.36
In hypothesizing that the specificities of the communist regime would encroach on the character of post-communist party politics, three types of communist regimes have been identified: the patrimonial, the national accommodative,
and the bureaucratic authoritarian.37 Albania’s communism, in this typology,
qualifies as patrimonial, ensuring a poorly developed programmatic basis for
partisan choice, which is why divisions in the electorate are expected to be
motivated primarily by charismatic or clientelistic appeals.

Data Source and Variables
The data for the present analysis were collected by the Southeast European
Social Survey Program (SEESSP), based on face-to-face interviews conducted in
35  Jano,
36  Ibid.

On Parties and Party Systems (above fn. 8).

37  Evans,

The Social Bases of Political Divisions (above fn. 27), 258-59.
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the winter of 2003/2004, and covering most of former Yugoslavia and Albania.38
The total sample size exceeds 21,000 respondents, including 2,048 respondents
from Albania. The fieldwork for the survey in Albania was conducted by the
Institute for Sociological Research, a private agency with branches in several
Albanian cities. The sampling design involved a stratified multi-stage geographical sample of all counties in Albania. Within each, households were selected
based on a random route pattern from given sample points.
The variables used in the analysis of social dimensions in party choice in Albania are presented in Table 1. In developing the dependent variable, the two
natural choices were either to group all parties according to the left-right classification (Table 2), or, alternatively, to focus solely on the two main parties and
ignore the others. We chose the latter option, and our dependent variable assigns
the value of 1 for the Socialist Party and the value of zero for the Democratic
Party. The following groups are dummy variables starting with gender, where
men are coded as “1” and women as “0”. In the logistic regression analysis, the
gender variable is named “Male”. Age is collapsed into three categories: 19-29,
30-49, and 50 years and more. The latter is the reference category in the logistic
regression analysis.
The level of highest education was assessed by the following question: “Looking at the following categories, what is the highest level of educational degree
you have completed? Choose the correct category from this card.” The card
included 14 categories, which have been collapsed into three categories: Primary
(or no) education, secondary, and tertiary education. The latter is the reference
category in the logistic regression analysis.
To operationalize social class we apply the classic Erikson, Goldthorpe and
Portocarero (EGP) class schema that was originally developed in the 1980s for
studying social mobility.39 The EGP class schema may be used in any survey
which includes basic occupational information, but goes far beyond the basic
distinction between employers and employees. Employers are subdivided according to the number of their employees, and the employees on the basis of
their work relations. The main distinction here is between the service contract of
the higher non-manual employees and the labor contract of the blue collar workers. The service contract provides job security, career opportunities, flexibility,
higher wages, and a certain degree of autonomy, whereas the labor contract
implies the more restricted opposite of each of these categories. The result is a
flexible class schema which can be collapsed or expanded for most purposes.

38  See Albert Simkus, Guest Editor’s Introduction: The SEESSP Project, International Journal
of Sociology 37 (2007), n. 3, 3-14.
39  Robert Erikson / John H. Goldthorpe, The Constant Flux: A Study of Class Mobility in
Industrial Societies. Oxford 1992.
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Table 1. Description of the variables used in the analysis.
%
Voted in 2001
1. Socialist Party
0. Democratic Party

53.1
46.9

1. Men
0. Women (reference category)
Age in three categories

52.3
47.7

1. 19-29
2. 30-49
3. 50- (reference category)
Level of education

24.2
47.1
28.8

1. Primary
2. Secondary
3. Tertiary (reference category)
EGP class from current occupation

30.5
49.2
20.3

1. Upper Service Class (Higher Non-Manual)
2. Lower Service Class (Medium Non-Manual)
3. Routine Non-Manual Class (Lower Non-Manual)
4. Self-Employed
5. Skilled workers
6. Unskilled workers (reference category)
7. No registered occupation
Living in urban or rural areas

2.8
8.4
6.9
10.0
12.1
9.9
49.9

1. Urban
0. Rural (reference category)
Counties classified into three regions

45.7
54.3

1. North
2. Central, including Tirana
3. South (reference category)
Religion of respondent

21.1
42.2
36.7

Gender

1. Muslim (reference category)
2. Orthodox
3. Catholic
4. Other

65.5
16.6
11.1
6.7

Our version is limited to six social categories, plus one for those without a
current employment. We distinguish among three service (non-manual) categories of employees, subdivided according to administrative responsibility and
level of education, alongside categories for manual workers and self-employed.
The “Upper Service Class” (or Higher Non-Manual) is comprised of management positions in public and private organizations and higher professionals.
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Normally large employers would be included here, but due to the information
available, they were included in the “Self-Employed Class”. The “Lower Service
Class” (or Medium Non-Manual) is composed of lower level bureaucrats and
a range of welfare state professionals like teachers and nurses. Together these
two categories form the new middle class. The “Routine Non-Manual Class”
(Lower Non-Manual) does the least desirable service work, such as cleaning
and cashier work at supermarkets. The Self-Employed also include larger business owners and self-employed farmers. We further distinguish between two
categories of manual workers: the skilled and the unskilled, reminiscent of the
traditional working class categories.
Our operationalization is mainly based upon a question concerning the occupational group of the main job of the respondent.40 The 17 categories on the
show card were collapsed into the six social categories mentioned in Table 1,
plus one category for those without a registered current occupation.
We have further included two geographical variables plus religious affiliation,
which, to a large degree, also follows a regional pattern. The first geographical
variable is the distinction between residence in urban or rural areas. The second
is a classification of the counties into three regions (North, Central (including
Tirana), and South). The latter is the reference category in the logistic regression analysis. The final variable in Table 1 is the religion of the respondent,
distinguishing among Muslims, the reference category in the logistic regression
analysis, Orthodox, and Catholics.

Results from the Statistical Analysis
Since the end of communism in December 1990, seven parliamentary elections have been held in Albania (31 March 1991, 22 March 1992, 26 May 1996,
29 June 1997, 22 June 2001, 3 July 2005, and 28 June 2009). Generally speaking,
the right-wing coalitions won in 1992, 1996, 2005, and 2009, whereas the leftwing coalitions won in 1991, 1997, and 2001. We will analyse the 2001 election
by means of data from our representative survey of late 2003.
The main results from the 2001 parliamentary election are shown in Table 2,
with the main parties listed and the smaller parties grouped under “Other
parties”. Our survey indicates an election turnout of about 72 percent, whereas
election statistics show that only 55 percent actually went to the polls. The 65
percent of respondents who reported a party choice were closer to the percentage
reported by the election statistics. While over-reporting of such socially desirable
40  The question was the following: “Now we want to decide which category this occupation has in the set of categories on CARD 18. Look carefully at the groups on this card and
keep it close, because we will use these same groups several more times for jobs you had in
earlier years, and for jobs of other people.”
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Table 2. Outcome of the 2001 parliamentary election in Albania, election statistics and
survey results.
Parties

SP
DP
RDP
DP
AP
HRP
ADP

Leftist/
rightist
Socialist Party
Democratic Party
New Democratic Party
Social Democratic Party
Agrarian Party
Unity for Human Rights Party
Democratic Alliance Party
Other parties
Total with a party choice
Missing information for various reasons
Total n in the survey
Turnout

L
R
R
L
L
L
L

Election
results
%
41.5
36.8
5.1
3.6
2.6
2.6
2.5
9.8
100.0

54.9

n
637
562
8
26
11
12
3
61
1320
728
2048

SEESSP
2003
%
48.3
42.6
0.6
2.0
0.8
0.9
0.2
4.7
100.0

71.8

Source: Republic of Albania, Legislative Elections of 24 June 2001, available at <http://psephos.adamcarr.net/countries/a/albania/albania.txt>, 22 August 2009. In the election statistics, the results for the
Democratic Party in the table is actually the results for the Union for Victory Coalition consisting of
the following parties: the Democratic Party of Albania, the Liberal Democratic Union, the Movement
of Legality Party, the National Front, and the Republican Party of Albania.

activities as voting does not come as a surprise, it may, in our case, also reflect a
bias in our sample in terms of overrepresenting persons with higher education.
The fact that our survey disregards the actual coalitions between the main
parties and their smaller counterparts results in obvious differences between
the estimates for the various parties and the election results. Yet while both
major contenders are overrepresented here, their relative size is about correct.
Our analysis of differences between social groups in voting behavior is presented in Tables 3 and 4. In Table 3, each socio-demographic variable is crosstabulated with voting for the Socialist Party; that is, each explanatory variable
is examined separately. The combined effects of the demographic variables are
shown in Table 4, which is based on a logistic regression analysis of the choice
of the Socialist Party rather than the Democratic Party.
We have organized our comments according to the variables, so that the results
from the two tables are described together. As far as gender is concerned, Table
3 shows a weak and statistically marginal tendency for female respondents to
prefer the Socialist Party (V = 0.05, p < 0.08). The gender difference seems more
pronounced in Table 4, where controls for other socio-demographic variables
are introduced, although the difference is still of only marginal statistical significance (p < 0.09). The odds of voting for the Socialist Party are estimated to
be about 23 percent lower for male than for female voters.
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Table 3. Group differences in voting for the Socialist Party, percentages, and Cramer’s V.
Variables
Gender of respondent
Female
Male
Age in three categories
1. 19-29
2. 30-49
3. 50Level of education
1. Primary
2. Secondary
3. Tertiary
EGP class
1. Upper Service Class
2. Lower Service Class
3. Routine Non-Manual Class
4. Self-Employed
5. Skilled workers
6. Unskilled workers
7. No registered occupation
Urban – rural residence
Rural
Urban
Counties, classified into three regions
1. North
2. Central, including Tirana
3. South
Religion of respondent
Muslim
Orthodox
Catholic
Other

%

V

P

0.052

0.070

0.068

0.057

0.052

0.197

0.150

0.000

0.077

0.007

0.159

0.000

0.156

0.000

56.0
50.8
49.8
51.1
57.9
56.7
50.7
53.0
72.2
54.9
61.0
39.4
42.7
49.2
56.6
56.7
49.0
42.0
49.5
62.4
52.3
66.7
36.3
51.8

Note: V: Cramer’s V coefficient which measures the association between two categorical variables.
P: the probability value (statistical significance) of V as measured by the chi-square test.

A weak age gradient is evident in voting for the Socialist Party in Table 3
(V = 0.06, p < 0.06), varying from about 50 percent in the youngest age group to
58 percent in the oldest. When controlled by other demographic variables in
Table 4, this pattern is weakened and statistically insignificant. Rather surprisingly, the level of education is not related to party choice in any of the tables.
Social class is related to voting in both tables. The Cramers V coefficient in
Table 3, which measures the overall relationship between social class and voting
for the Socialist Party, is 0.15 (p < 0.001). Although this indicates only a weak
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Table 4. A logistic regression analysis of voting for the Socialist Party in Albania,
n = 1219.
B

S.e.

P

Exp(B)

Male
Age

-0.258

0.130

0.772

19-29
30-49
50- (ref. cat)
Level of education
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary (ref. cat.)
EGP class
Upper Service Class
Lower Service Class
Routine Non-Man Class
Self-Employed
Skilled workers
Unskilled workers (ref. cat.)
No registered occupation
Urban
Region
North
Central
South (ref. cat)
Religion
Muslim (ref. cat)
Orthodox
Catholic
Other
Constant
R2 Nagelkerke

-0.223
-0.296
0.000

0.179
0.145

0.047
0.119
0.213
0.041

0.294
0.181
0.000

0.213
0.182

0.370
0.169
0.319

1.428
0.336
0.745
-0.435
-0.213
0.000
0.161
-0.413

0.454
0.301
0.303
0.269
0.259

0.000
0.002
0.263
0.014
0.106
0.410

-0.623
-0.410
0.000

0.181
0.138

0.214
0.134

0.451
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.003

0.800
0.744
1.000
1.341
1.199
1.000
4.170
1.400
2.107
0.648
0.808
1.000
1.175
0.662
0.537
0.664
1.000

0.001
0.000
0.513
-0.573
-0.049
0.597
0.102

0.172
0.217
0.242
0.332

0.003
0.008
0.841
0.072

1.000
1.670
0.564
0.953
1.817

Note: Categorical covariates are shown in italics. Ref. cat. = reference category for categorical
variables; B = logistic regression coefficient; S.e. = the standard error of B; P = the probability value
(statistical significance) of B. The statistical significance indication for the categorical variables is
the probability value from the Wald statistic. Exp(B) = eB may be interpreted as odds ratios (OR).

relationship, it is still one of the strongest in the table. The propensity to vote
for the Socialist Party was strongest in the “Upper Service Class” (Table 3). The
self-employed and the skilled and unskilled workers, on the other hand, tended
to vote for the Democratic Party. This tendency is confirmed in Table 4, where
the odds for voting for the Socialist Party rather than for the Democratic Party
are about four times higher in the “Upper Service Class” than among unskilled
workers.
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In Table 3, the relationship between residence and voting is statistically significant (V = 0.08, p < 0.01). Voters in the countryside tended to vote for the Socialist
Party, whereas urban residents favored the Democratic Party. This tendency
is even stronger in the multivariate analysis in Table 4. The odds of voting for
the Socialist Party are about 40 percent lower in urban areas than in rural areas.
The strongest demographic predictor of voting is region (V=0.16, p<0.001).
The Socialist Party is strongly supported in the south, and the Democratic Party
has its stronghold in the north, while the central region, including the capital
Tirana, seems to be evenly divided. This tendency is also visible in Table 4,
but here the central region results are closer to the north in voting behaviour.
Hence, when controlling for other variables, living in the central region seems
to pull the voters in the direction of the Democratic Party. The odds for voting
for the Socialist Party were 46 percent lower in the north than in the south, and
33 percent lower in the central region.
Religion is also an important predictor of voting in Albania (V = 0.16, p < 0.001).
The largest religious group, Muslims (comprising about two-thirds of our
sample), evenly divided its support between the two main parties, as did those
classified as “Others”. The Orthodox strongly supported the Socialist Party,
and the Catholics showed an equally strong support for the Democratic Party.
This tendency is consistent in both the simple analysis in Table 3 and the more
complex one in Table 4. In the latter table, Muslims are the reference category
with which the other groups are compared. The Orthodox have approximately
67 percent higher odds of voting for the Socialist Party than the Muslims, while
Catholics have about 40 percent lower odds to vote for the Socialist Party than
the latter group.

Discussion
The main purpose of this article is to locate social differences in voting behavior in the 2001 parliamentary election in Albania, and furthermore to find
out whether the social differences in voting behaviors are similar to those found
in western democracies. These dividers include social class, as well as religion,
regional differences, age, gender, and education.
We simplified the dependent variable to a choice between the two main
contenders in Albanian elections, the Socialist Party and the Democratic Party.
Other parties were reported by too few respondents to provide a basis for
separate categories in our analysis. We found little to no difference in preferences for the two parties based on age, gender and education. The lack of an
age gradient seems to be in opposition to Jano’s observations, which stated that
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the right wing parties were rather supported by young people and the Socialist
Party by older voters.41
We did find evidence of class voting based on the EGP class schema. The
relationship between social class and voting is rather weak, however, compared
to most western democracies, yet it is in line with correlations found in some
other post-communist countries.42 Another deviation from the results reported
for western democracies is that the non-manual employees seem to prefer the
Socialist Party rather than the Democratic Party. The propensity to vote for the
Socialist Party was actually strongest in the “Upper Service Class”. An analogous
situation has been observed in Bulgaria and Hungary.43
While both Jano and Pickel argue that voters and parties in Eastern Europe
need some time before they will create a class voting behavior similar to that
prevailing in western Europe,44 this may be an oversimplified scheme. The Albanian “Upper Service Class” is filled with highly educated people who may be
expected to have or at least soon develop liberal political views. Yet, it was the
same social group that held leading positions during the period of communist
rule. Their support for the Socialist Party, which grew out of the former communist party, therefore comes of little surprise. It remains to be seen whether a
consolidation of democracy and the market economy, should it be successful,
will produce a change in this pattern.
Geographical factors turn out to be among the most important when it comes
to predicting voting behavior in Albania, be it in terms of the rural – urban
dichotomy, or the regional divide between the north and the south, a cleavage
dating back to pre-communist times. Similar regional cleavages are observed
in both western democracies and in post-communist countries, and they in
fact are best explained by specific historical circumstances. It may come as a
surprise that religion turns out to be among the important predictors of voting
behavior in Albania. Religion is, however, linked to the regional divide in that
the Orthodox have their stronghold in the south and the Catholics in the north.
The Orthodox strongly supported the Socialist Party, and the Catholics showed
an equally strong support for the Democratic Party. However, this tendency still
remains in the logistic regression analysis controlling for region. This could be
explained by the religious roots of people moving to other parts of the country.
We started out by posing the following research questions: Were there differences among socio-demographic groups in voting behaviour in the 2001
parliamentary election in Albania? If so, are these differences in voting patterns
41  Jano,

On Parties and Party Systems (above fn. 8).
Modernization (above fn. 26); and Domański, A New Dimension (above fn. 24).
43  Gijberts / Nieuwbeerta, Class Cleavages (above fn. 23).
44  Jano, On Parties and Party Systems (above fn. 8); and Pickel, Modernization (above
fn. 26).
42  Pickel,
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similar to or different from those found in the western democracies? The answer to the first question is positive, although the socio-demographic variables
together explain only a modest part of the voting behavior. The main deviation
from the findings for the western democracies is a reversed pattern of class
voting. It will be interesting to see whether such a pattern will prevail with the
further transition to democracy and market economy.

